
TREATMENTS & WELL-BEING



Welcome to the
Spa Diane Barrière,

Ribeauvillé

Encompassing the group’s different wellness areas, the Spa Diane 

Barrière label was created in homage to the woman who embodied 

French beauty: beautiful, elegant, strong, and sophisticated. This 

hallmark is quite simply a symbol of excellence!

With its pared-back design and neutral tones, let this calm and 

elegant atmosphere carry you away to a world of relaxation in 

which time seems to stand still. Discover our array of face and body 

treatments, awaken your radiant complexion, soothe away your 

tensions and revitalise your mind… So many possibilities await you 

when you visit our Spa Diane Barrière.

A haven of well-being, our spa comprises 5 treatment rooms to add 

the finishing touches to your exquisite beauty getaway! Enhance 

these moments of well-being with a session in our Balneotherapy 

area, set in a peaceful location at the foot of the Vosges mountains, 

and amidst the vineyards of the Alsace region.

Designed to ensure you have an amazing experience, here, it’s all 

about you enjoying some well-deserved ‘me time’!

Beauty and well-being rediscovered!
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*  Please note that these massages must be specified when making  

your booking to allow the correct preparation time

Our Essentials

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice - - Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

   Week FSS 

♢ Hindu - (50 mins)  76 € 80 €

  A massage using Holi rose and jasmine infused sesame oil.  

This ritual is completed with a Hindu soufflé body cream,  

a pure delight for the skin

♢ Californian - (25 mins) 39 € 42 €

  (50 mins)  76 € 80 € 

 A relaxing massage using soft, flowing, circular movements  

 with an essential oil of your choice to offer both physical  

 and mental relaxation. 

♢ Swedish - (50 mins) 76 € 80 €

  The Swedish massage aims to work deep into the muscle tissue  

thanks to gentle but firm massage strokes. This technique releases  

muscle tension and promotes flexibility of the joints.

Our facial massages
   Week FSS 

♢ Kobido - (50 mins) 76 € 80 €

  An authentic and traditional Japanese facelift. This facial treatment  

revives the complexion and smooths the skin, for an immediate  

and long-lasting effect

♢ Kobido - (1 h 10 mins) 101 € 106 €

  With the addition of a facial scrub and jade rolling

Our body massages
   Week FSS

♢ Balinese - (50 mins)  76 € 80 €

 A massage originating from Indonesia offering deep, slow,  

 circular movements, accompanied by light stretching.  

 Harmonizing both the body and mind

♢ Bengali - (50 mins)  76 € 80 €

 A combination of Hindu and Chinese massage techniques.  

 Working on the Chakras and the Yin and Yang meridians.  

 It helps to eliminate energy overflow, restoring calm and serenity

    

♢ Abhyanga - (50 mins)  76 € 80 €

 A massage designed to promote relaxation by replenishing vital energy 

♢  Hot stone massage - (50 mins) * 76 € 80 € 

An exceptional cocooning massage for total relaxation

 

♢  Candle massage - (50 mins) * 76 € 80 € 

A light massage performed with the gentle warmth of candle wax

♢ Bamboo - (50 mins)  76 € 80 €

 A massage using bamboo to alleviate muscle tension,  

 and boost your energy by releasing toxins
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Best Of

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

THE DURATION OF EACH TREATMENT IS  30 MINS 
   Week FSS

♢ Argan oil scrub  45 € 48 €

 For satin smooth skin, using a scent of your choice  

 (citrus zest, bamboo & green tea, fig, or frangipani)

 

♢ Creative getaway  51 € 53 €

 A relaxing massage where you get to choose the two areas to be worked  

 on according to your mood: back, legs, feet, or face  

♢ Reflexology-style foot massage  51 € 53 €

 A massage that stimulates the reflex zones in the foot  

 to promote relaxation  

♢ Well-being back massage 51 € 53 €

 A relaxing upper body massage, relieving muscle tension  

 (in the back, arms, and hands). 

 Back exfoliation can be added to this treatment

   

♢ Mini Bamboo 51 € 53 €

  A massage using bamboo to relieve muscle tension in the back 

of the body, whilst boosting your energy

   

♢ Mini Abhyanga  51 € 53 €

 A massage for the back of the body designed to promote relaxation 

 and replenish vital   energy

   

♢ “Express” facial treatment - Rose & Pepper 45 € 48 €

  Using rose water, grape exfoliating cream, a coloured mud mask,  

precious elixirs, and day cream
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- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

MySpa body rituals
THE DURATION FOR EACH TREATMENT IS 1 HOUR 50 MINS 
   Week FSS

♢ A Zen journey amidst the Japanese Hanami* 153 € 156 €

A combination of exfoliation and massage infused with the scent 

of cherry blossom. This light, fruity and relaxing treatment comprises 

a delicate ritual using  exquisite active ingredients that promise  

to deliver absolute relaxation.

♢ An exotic journey to Madagascar*  153 € 156 €

A combination of exfoliation and massage infused with the exotic  

scent of exotic mango. This rich, invigorating, and revitalising treatment  

uses sugar crystals and energising mango oil. Using precious active  

ingredients this subtle and tactile ritual promises a profound  

feeling of comfort. 

♢ A relaxing journey to Scandinavia* 153 € 156 €

A combination of exfoliation and massage infused with a spray 

of green leaves and bark. Let yourself to be carried by the gloriously 

scented green leaves which will transport you to the most beautiful 

regions of Scandinavia. Whether you are stressed, tired, or an 

accomplished athlete, this ritual is the perfect way to release 

tension, loosen muscles, and relax your body completely.

*  These treatments can be performed in 50 minutes  
at the rate of 76 Euros Monday to Thursday  
and 80 Euros on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday

MySpa

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

A journey beyond 
the traditional world 

of cosmetics
Respecting ancestral traditions in the spirit of creation and innovation. 

MySpa reinvents the emotional experience of skincare to bring you 

cosmetics at their very best. The brand redefines the codes of beauty: a 

kaleidoscope of shimmering colours, irresistible fragrances, incredible 

textures… Myspa products are the result of a meticulous balance 

between olfactory discoveries, natural ingredients, authentic textures, 

incomparable quality, and whole-body well-being. 

Exclusive rituals and unique scents that will take you on a voyage of 

discovery. 

MySpa – Emotional skincare 
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- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

Rose & Pepper
Rose & Pepper is a French brand dedicated to both women and men. 

Rose symbolically represents women, while pepper is more masculine. 

The grape treatments, a Rose & Pepper speciality, will take you on 

an amazing olfactory journey to the heart of the grape flowers, with 

notes of white rose and pink pepper... Discover the olfactory and rich 

world of our collections, each with their own story to tell : orange tree, 

lavender, jasmine, a complete well-being immersion in the heart of 

nature...

At the heart of the Rose & Pepper products are authentic and noble 

raw materials, with beneficial properties and evocative fragrances.

A unique sensory experience!

SENSORY UNIVERSE

Rose & Pepper

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Rose & Pepper body ritual
EACH TREATMENT LASTS 50 MINS 

   Week FSS

♢ Rosa Vinifera  76 € 80 €

A beauty ritual developed around roses and grapes.  

The vine and the rose have always been intimately linked on the hillsides.   

With its olfactory dimension, this treatment truly envelops the senses.

Rich grape scrub and grape seed oil massage.

♢ Terra Vinifera 76 € 80 €

The vine is the fruit of the earth and the flavours of the vine come from  

that same earth. The soil creates the different vintages, giving them fruity,  

spicy, or mineral notes. The richness of the soil and its history inspired  

the Terra Vinifera treatment.

Vineyard Tea scrub, Vine Flower scented oil massage, Vine Flower lotion.

♢ Neroli Nobilis   76 € 80 €

“In the shade of the orange blossom...”

An exquisite treatment to calm the body and awaken the soul.  

The virtues of the orange blossom are known to be soothing and balancing.

Sweet orange scrub, candle, or orange blossom oil massage.

♢ Coconut Treats 76 € 80 €

“Gourmet coconut treatment”

Prepare for an enhancing coconut treatment. The coconut is considered  

by the Hindus to be the purest form of offering to the gods, as it contains 

pure water, untouched by the human hand.

Coconut pulp and shell scrub, massage with gourmet coconut oil. 
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Rose & Pepper

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

The big ritual
THE TREATMENT LASTS 1 HR 50 MINS  
   Week FSS

   153 € 156 €

Sublime discovery 
in the heart of the vineyard      

This signature treatment is a chance to rejuvenate 
from the tip of the toes to the top of the head.

♢  Foot bath with the fresh and invigorating eucalyptus tonic bath essence,  

then a gentle exfoliation of your feet with the red grape scrub,  

followed by shea butter melt balm.

♢   Gourmet grape scrub for the body and Muscat rose exfoliating  

cream for the face.

♢  Body wrap with the fruity scent of grape extract for the body,  

and a Terres de Couleur mask on the face.   

Experience an immediate rejuvenating effect!

♢  Hair spa - Your hair is moistened with Ô Botanic treatment water,  

followed by the application of precious elixir and Terres de Couleur masks  

over the entire scalp. While the masks work their magic, enjoy a massage  

for your hands and scalp with the precious elixir.

♢  Your body ritual continues with a relaxing and invigorating massage  

with delicious grape oil for the body and precious elixir for the face,  

composed of plant oils whose powerful effect leads to immediate results.

♢  Ô Botanic treatment water is then applied to the face before  

the application of cryogenic rose petals for an immediate firming effect  

and a gentle awakening of the skin.

A mysterious journey into the heart of nature to reconnect!

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice - - Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

Rose & Pepper

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Expert tailor-made facial
THE TREATMENT LASTS 1 HR  
   Week FSS

« If you only have one work of art,  
it might as well be you! » 

Because your skin is unique and reacts according to your emotions,  
our fully personalised Rose & Pepper expert facial will reveal  

your natural beauty.  
Your skin is alive! It breathes…   

♢ Time to purify
Gentle cleansing with an almond extract milk followed by the application 

of a tailor-made Ô Botanic treatment water, a floral water whose olfactory 

qualities are beneficial to our emotions.

♢ Time to stimulate
Application of a rich and beautifully scented exfoliating cream,  

followed by a facial massage with a precious elixir adapted to your  

current emotional state to preserve your skin’s balance.  

♢ Time to metamorphose
Application of one or more Terres de Couleur masks according to  

your skin’s needs. These Terres de Couleur masks are derived from soft  

sedimentary rocks and are naturally rich in minerals.  While the mask works  

its magic, your feet and hands are massaged using a precious elixir.  

The mask is removed, and a customised Ô Botanic treatment water is applied.

♢ Time for comfort
A serum and/or a vial is applied for a facial treatment par excellence,  

with a combination of natural active ingredients known to powerfully  

energise the skin. Then follows a ginkgo biloba and cornflower smoothing  

and moisturising eye contour treatment, which is rounded off with the  

application of a cream. 

   91 € 95 €
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Evadésens

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Mandi Lulur ritual
THE TREATMENT LASTS 1 HR 50 MINS

The femininity ritual
   Week FSS

Face and Body Treatment 153 € 156 €

Complete treatment for the feet, body, and head. This feminine ritual is a real 

purification of the mind and body, which was formerly lavished on Balinese  

brides during the pre-wedding ceremonies.  Escape to this Indonesian island  

during your treatment as you savour the scents of essential oils of cinnamon,  

cardamom, and cloves. 

♢  Effervescent foot bath sprinkled with rosebuds and jasmine,  

with the fresh and invigorating scents of peppermint and rosemary,

♢  Targeted massage for the feet and backs of the legs using an oily skin balm

♢  Mandi Lulur glittery body scrub with frangipani and coconut scents,

♢  Body wrap in natural banana leaves with naturally scented coconut wax,

♢ Special Balinese face and scalp massage, 

♢  Relaxing body massage with spiced oils, kneading and working  

on pressure points for a total release of stress in the body,

♢  Your trip to this Indonesian island will end with the application  

of a special Mandi Lulur yoghurt to your body, scented with essential  

cinnamon and cardamom oils.  

A moment of escape and well-being  
for anyone who seeks to be transported… 

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

A world of fragrance 
and innovation!

Created in Alsace, its name refers to the simple idea of a “sensorial 

escape”. From their laboratory house inside a converted farmhouse in 

Alsace, a team of professional chemists and technicians are constantly 

imagining, formulating, creating and refining the treatments from the 

world of Evadésens.

The aim of EvadéSens is very simple: to create treatments comprising 

an abundance of rare and precious active ingredients from all over 

the world…

The aim is to provide an effective, exotic, and evocative treatment, but 

also a wonderfully relaxing experience.

Evadésens offers a unique moment of escape with each treatment...

SENSORY UNIVERSE
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Evadésens

Week : Mon - Thurs  

FSS:  Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Evadésens body ritual
THE TREATMENT LASTS 50 MINS 

   Week FSS

♢ Secrets of the Sahara  76 € 80 €

  « A warming treatment to tantalise the senses… »
This multi-faceted treatment will captivate some with its mystical aspect,  

while others will be charmed by its soothing and calming influence,  

but everyone will feel its immensity. Secrets of the Sahara transports  

you to the world’s largest desert for a body treatment with  

Arabian-inspired fragrances.

Gentle body exfoliation with black sand infused with the woody scent 

of incense and lime, a relaxing and sensory massage with hints of amber  

and vanilla, followed by a hydrating milk lotion.

♢ Maori Secrets 76 € 80 €

 « The soul of a warrior » 
This treatment with carefully selected natural active ingredients carries  

a strong symbolism: the Maori people! The effectiveness of the active  

ingredients is based on the untamed nature of New Zealand.

Live this experience and awaken the Maori Warrior Soul that sleeps 

within you.

Body scrub with lava powder, lemon, and bergamot, followed by an  

invigorating, toning and deeply relaxing massage with a mint and orange balm,  

and completed with an application of Maori coconut, clementine,  

and lemon body gel.  

Evadésens

 

   Week FSS

♢ Hindu Secrets  76 € 80 €

« Unlock the mysteries of the women of India’s beauty rituals »
A holistic treatment that balances body and mind. You will discover  

the mysteries of Indian beauty rituals through this treatment.   

This journey to India will lull you into a state of relaxation with  

its Holi massaging, a colourful Hindu rite symbolising rebirth  

and the return of energy.

Hindu scrub with the sweet scent of almond and pistachio,  

Holi massage with sesame oil naturally scented with rose, jasmine, 

cardamom, and cedar, followed by Hindu hydration mousse.

♢ Treats  76 € 80 €

   « Deliciousness alert…  » 
A body treatment that can be enjoyed to your heart’s delight!  

This relaxing and sensory massage using natural warm oils will awaken  

all your senses for a moment of indulgence and absolute relaxation.

Gourmet scrub with cane sugar and hazelnut oil, accompanied by succulent  

scents of caramel and vanilla, a relaxing and sensory massage where you  

can choose your own «topping»: gingerbread and red mandarin, blood  

orange and cinnamon or vanilla and honey, followed by frangipane 

and vanilla body lotion.  

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice - - Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -
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Spa Diane Barrière

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -

Diane Barrière 
signature treatment
60 MINS - 96 €     /     90 MINS - 129 €

The Diane Barrière signature treatment is a sensory journey  

to re-energise, based on stretches, effleurage movements,  

massage, and manipulation of pressure points inspired  

by neuromuscular and energetic techniques.

Specially created to help recharge your batteries, destress, detoxify,  

and give you a lasting boost: Deep, yet gentle, this regenerative 

treatment helps balance the body’s energies

Developed by Spa Diane Barrière professionals, this treatment repairs 

the impacts of the frenetic pace of urban life.

Enquiries & Reservations from your Spa Diane Barrière, 
Ribeauvillé on +33 (0)3 89 73 43 45  

or spa-ribeauville@groupebarriere.com

Be transformed, be Barrière.  
For terms & conditions and availability, please go to www.hotelsbarriere.com 
or speak with one of our advisors on + 33 (0) 970 81 95 00 (local call rate)-
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Relax your senses
2 hours for one or two people, or 

more, in the Balneotherapy area* 

Access to the Balneotherapy area* for 2 hours.

16 € per person  

Relax your senses
3 hours for one or two people, or 

more, in the Balneotherapy area*  

Access to the Balneotherapy area* for 3 hours.

22 € per person  

Relax your senses
All day for one or two people, or 

more, in the Balneotherapy area* 

Access to the Balneotherapy area* all day.

28 € per person  

Balneo Wake-up
A delicious breakfast in “Le Belvédère” 
restaurant with 3 hours in the Balneotherapy 
area*.

44 € per person  

Relaxation & Treatments 
3 hours* in the Balneotherapy area 
& Treatment
- 3-hour access to the Balneotherapy area* 

-  1 x 50 min treatment of your choice from 
your Spa Diane Barrière “Essentials” menu

95 € per person  

Well-being & Delight 
-  2-hour access to the Balneotherapy area* 

-  1 x 50 min treatment of your choice from 

your Spa Diane Barrière “Essentials” menu

-   1 À LA CARTE dinner in the “La Brasserie” 

restaurant (starter, main course, dessert - 

drinks not included)   

130 € per person  

Day Spa & Light lunch  
-  Access for 2 to the Balneotherapy area* 

for a day with the Balneo Serenity Package 
(bathrobe, towel, hand towel and slippers 
included)  

-  2 glasses of sparkling Crémant** d’Alsace

-  1 lunch for 2 people at “Le Belvédère” 
restaurant. 

Valid for 2 people :  132 €

Gift Card
Indulge the senses! 
Gift card of a value of your choice to be used 
at the Resort Barrière Ribeauville Spa.*

TOP UP YOUR GIFT: 

Balneo Serenity Package
Bathrobe, towel, hand towel and slippers

10 € per person

Lunch at Le Belvédère
Lunch for 1 person at «le Belvédère» 
restaurant in the Balneotherapy area

28 € per person

Barrière Gift Boxes
Treat someone to an exceptional gift!

Gift Boxes

Prices given are an indication, subject to change at any time. 

*  Access to the Balneo area is open to minors who are more than 1.5 metres tall, when accompanied by an adult. For hygiene reasons, swim wear must not be 
worn in the steam room and sauna. Changing areas are available. Please remember to bring a towel. Swim wear must be worn to access the balneotherapy 
area (SWIM SHORTS ARE FORBIDDEN), as well as a towel, or bathrobe, and a  pair of plastic slippers.

**  Alcohol abuse is dangerous for your health and should be consumed in moderation.

Order your personalised gifts:
Directly from our reception on +33 (0)3 89 73 43 45 

From Sunday to Thursday, 10am to 10pm 
On Fridays and Saturdays, until 11pm

- Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice - - Non-contractual information subject to change at any time without notice -
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OPENING HOURS
From Monday to Sunday, from 10am – 8pm

TREATMENTS 
We ask you to arrive at the Spa reception 10 minutes before your appointment 
to fully enjoy your experience. Treatment times vary according to your chosen 
package.

A MOMENT OF PURE RELAXATION
The Spa Diane Barrière is a haven of peace. We ask you to please turn off your 
phones to fully benefit from the relaxing experience on offer. 

RESERVATIONS
For all enquiries regarding a treatment, we ask that you please contact the 
Balnéo & Spa reception. To be sure to get an appointment time of your choice, 
we recommend that you plan your treatments in advance. 

CANCELLATIONS
For residents, please inform the Balnéo & Spa reception desk to cancel a 
treatment at least 24 hours before the scheduled appointment time. After this 
time, any cancelled treatment will be charged in full. Likewise, if you do not 
come to a reserved treatment, the cost will be billed to you.

For outside clients, please inform us of any changes or requests to postpone 
your appointment at least 7 days before your appointment in order to benefit 
from the postponement of your deposit.

LATE ARRIVALS
Should you arrive late, we will do all we can to offer you the same service if our 
schedule allows it. If not, we will shorten your treatment accordingly.

HEALTH NOTES
If you have any concerns about your health, please consult your doctor before 
booking. The Spa Diane Barrière is a non-medical environment and all the 
treatments provided are aimed solely at your well-being.

We would like to thank our clients who suffer from medical complications or 
who are pregnant for informing the Balneo & Spa reception desk when making 
an appointment or, at the latest, our Spa practitioners before the treatment 
begins. We reserve the right to offer you another treatment more suited to your 
condition.

LOST & STOLEN ITEMS
For security reasons, we recommend that you keep your valuables in your 
locker secured with the wristband given to you by the reception upon your 
arrival, or in the safety deposit box in your room. The management cannot be 
held responsible for the loss, theft, or damage of items within the Spa.

CLOTHING & TOWELS
Please come to the Spa Diane Barrière in your swim wear, with the bathrobe 
and slippers provided in your room. For outside clients, a bathrobe and slippers 
will be given to you on arrival. Disposable underwear is also available for your 
comfort.

Access to the treatments is reserved for adults, or children over the age  
of 15 when accompanied by an adult.

The massages performed are in no way medical or physiotherapy massages, 
but aimed at your well-being, physical relaxation, and stress relief.

* Non-contractual information, subject to change at any time, without notice.



Tel.  +33 (0)3 89 73 43 45
www.resort-ribeauville.com 
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